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CONSOLIDATED GRAIN & BARGE - OSCEOLA, AR

 CS:Osceola CGB 12/15

FLEXIBLE FINANCING

We have rental, lease, and purchase options to �t your needs.
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BUILDING FEATURES

•  3,000 Square Feet
•  State-of-the-Art Grain Veri�cation & Testing Control Room
•  Customized Interior Stairwell
•  High E�ciency HVAC System
•  High Ribbed Steel Angled Mansard
•  Concealed Gutters with Exposed Downspouts

SATELLITE SHELTERS, INC.

Since 1972,  we have been a national provider of temporary
and permanent space solutions including Mobile O�ces,
Modular Buildings, Ground-Level O�ces, Storage Containers,
and Blast Resistant Modules.

DESIGN SOLUTION

Once a thorough review of the geotechnical report was completed, Satellite accepted the challenge of the below grade foundation
and partnered up with Modular Code Consultants. Together, we designed a foundation using a continuous reinforced perimeter
concrete footing with reinforced Sonotube concrete piers exceeding 7’ in height. Once the foundation was in place, the building
was crane set, and using the steel plates that were incorporated into the concrete footings, the building’s frame was welded to the
footings to secure the facility. The multi-story design for the building was necessary as the grain testing and control rooms were
located on the second level where the robotic arm and sleeve would identify and test all grain arriving at the facility. The Osceola 
location operates with four receiving pits, two super capacity shipping legs, a high e�ciency dryer, and one of the fastest,
high-speed grain elevators in the industry.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENT

When Consolidated Grain and Barge (CGB) announced the construction of a new grain terminal located in Osceola, AR, they
were already familiar with the bene�ts of modular over conventional construction. Satellite Shelters was proud to partner up
with CGB to provide a new state-of-the-art administration and grain testing facility. The facility would be located on the banks
of the Mississippi River, so one of the primary challenges was the below grade foundation. The concern was the low compaction
of the soil due to the overall site location being classi�ed as a 100-year-old �ood zone. On top of that, the foundation would have
to support a multi-story structure for the robotic arm and sleeve to operate properly.


